
 

 

Trade Finance Process 
Management in the Cloud 

Combining the power of Oracle’s modern trade finance 
process management solution and Oracle Cloud 
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“Faster, easier, and more cost effective: These are the goals of 
every financial institution when it comes to management of 
their diverse and voluminous trade finance operations”. 

Corporations are under constant pressure to efficiently manage trade operations and adapt to changing 
environments. In turn, banks must offer trade finance solutions that can be tailored rapidly to meet the dynamic 
shifts in demands of the corporate client. The Oracle Banking Trade Finance Process Management solution, 
now also available as a cloud service offering, enables banks to streamline their trade finance operations across 
geographies and currencies. Oracle delivers this service on the high-performance Oracle Cloud Infrastructure 
(OCI) providing banks with the on-demand agility and scalability they need to innovate and succeed. 

Built on OCI and an adaptable micro-services architecture, Oracle Banking Trade Finance Process Management 
Cloud Service enables banks to minimize dependence on labor-intensive trade processes by digitizing them. 
The services run on the high-performance OCI Container Engine for Kubernetes and are automated with the 
OCI Resource Manager and Terraform across multiple Oracle Cloud Regions. This helps the banks attain high 
system availability, scalability, and data security. With the Oracle Trade Finance Process Management Cloud 
Service, banks can also save time and money by optimizing internal operational expenses and minimizing capital 
expenditure. Thanks to this new cloud-based version, banks can build resilience, gain business agility, improve 
operational efficiency and continuously deliver exceptional user experiences. 
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Build Resilience and Gain Business Agility 

“Oracle Banking Trade Finance Process Management Cloud Service 
helps banks build resilient operations through digitized and automated 
workflows with the flexibility to modify processes as per the business 
needs”. 

Single, Unified Trade Finance Operations Solution 

The Oracle solution helps banks manage the end-to-
end trade finance lifecycle for a wide range of trade 
services such as guarantees, documentary credit 
and collections. The solution addresses the business 
processes for import documentary credits, import 
documentary collection, export documentary credits, 
export documentary collection, bank guarantee 
issuance, and bank guarantee advice. Oracle brings 
together many functions that span trade finance 
transactions—issuance, amendment, drawing, 
liquidation, settlement, closure, and cancellation—on 
a single and scalable secure platform in the cloud. 
Having a single solution across the trade lifecycle 
streamlines processes, eliminates redundancy, and 
reduces errors. With a complete, connected solution, 
you can outpace change and be ready for the future. 

Enterprise-Grade Scalability, Resilience, and 
Security 

The Oracle Trade Finance Process Management 
Cloud Service offers banks end-to-end IT operations 
support, infrastructure administration with disaster 
recovery, and application maintenance services 
on a single end-to-end architecture platform. This 
helps banks achieve unprecedented scalability, 
performance, multilayered security, and data 
encryption while reducing IT risk, complexity, and 
total cost of ownership. Banks can scale up and 
down as needed—avoiding any excess investment in 
infrastructure and only purchasing what is needed. 
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Improve Operational Efficiency 

“Oracle Banking Trade Finance Process Management Cloud Service 
delivers a data-driven solution that provides intelligent automation to 
achieve higher levels of efficiency”. 

Simplified Transaction Processing 

With customizable templates for fast and easy 
processing of trade transactions that recur 
periodically, the cloud service helps banks accelerate 
issuance of Letter of Credit and Guarantee. It enables 
the user to upload/view and download documents 
during the transaction. 

Powerful Workflow Management 

A robust workflow engine provides the ability to 
create, track, and manage Service Level Agreements, 
so that banks have complete visibility of tasks, time 
spent, and bottlenecks. The stages and screens 
are designed for configurability as per roles. All 
operational flows are designed and sequenced based 
on the respective SWIFT tag and field names are 
grouped as per business requirements, necessitating 
minimal training of staff and facilitating efficient 
trade operations. 

Customer Notifications 

The solution empowers banks to provide 
multi-channel notifications to customers about 
acknowledgements for requests, draft confirmations, 
and rejections of requests. 

Robust Risk Management 

The cloud-based solution provides support for limit 
verification and limit earmarking. The solution’s 
approval hierarchy can be utilized in the decision-
making process taking exceptions (KYC exception, 
Limit exception, Amount Block exception) into 
account. While processing a task, overrides, if any, 
will be displayed to the maker user and the maker 
user must accept the overrides to complete the task. 

Ready-made Integration Adaptors 

The standalone product is flexible, agnostic to back-
office applications, and easily integrates with any 
third-party application through Rest APIs, resulting 
in rapid integration and ease of data consumption. 
This makes the integration with limits and collateral 
management solutions easier and brings seamless 
service to the corporate customer across Oracle and 
non-Oracle solutions. It enables an interface with 
back-end applications for tracking limits, creating 
limit earmarks, amount blocks, checking Know Your 
Customer(KYC), Anti Money Laundering (AML), and 
sanction status. 
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Deliver Exceptional User Experiences 
“Oracle Banking Trade Finance Process Management 
Cloud Service enriches experiences for end 
users, empowering them with self-service and 
customizable dashboards”. 

Superior Omni-channel Experience 

When paired with the Oracle Banking Digital Experience, the cloud service enables corporate users to initiate, 
amend, and view letters of credit, import and export bills, shipping guarantees, and outward guarantees raised. 
Users can also initiate a customer acceptance (accept/reject) of the bill discrepancy and export letter of credit 
amendments raised. Oracle’s UI is user-friendly with screens that are role-specific and arranged as per SWIFT 
tags. 

User Persona-based Dashboards 

The Cloud Service features a widget-based dashboard, providing relationship managers relevant data, statistics, 
and actionable information about the trade finance business in a simple consolidated view. It provides an overall 
understanding of the current position with respect to different trade instruments. Authorized users will be able to 
view LCs as well as collection bills due for liquidation using the bills due for payment widget. Additionally, they can 
also initiate liquidation process from within the widget. 

Why Oracle Banking Trade Finance Process 
Management Cloud Service? 

Single Solution Business Core Enhanced Outsourced 
to Streamline Value Functionality at Operations IT Burden 
Trade Finance Driven by Every Stage of and Reduced 

Operations Data Trade Finance Costs 
Lifecycle 
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Start Your Journey Today with Oracle 

Instant Impact 

• Up and running in minutes 

• Rapid enablement 

• No upfront costs 

• Scale up or down automatically to meet 
demand 

Save Early and Often 

• OpEx model - avoid upfront and on-going 
infrastructure investment and maintenance 
costs 

• Pay for what you use 

Faster time-to-Market 

• Configurable implementations 

• Seamless integration using open standards 

Streamlined Implementation 

• Single, unified mid-office cloud platform for 
import & export documentary credits, import 
& export documentary collection, bank & 
shipping guarantee 

• Rules-driven 

• Available anywhere, anytime 

Automate Modernization 

• No programming customization = always-
ready-to-use platform 

• Always-on upgrades 

• Continuous enhancements 

Empower IT 

• Reduce IT management 

• Empower business users and lower IT 
dependency 
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